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TONGUES - SHARP VENOM OF SERPENT 

~ Men ··· Unrighteous ··· Sharp Tongues Venom Of Serpent - They 
have sharpened their tongue like a serpent, the venom of a horned 
viper is behind their lips· (Psalms 140:3) [10] - References 
 

Psalms 140:3·· They have sharpened their tongue like that of a serpent, 
the venom of the horned viper is under their lips.   
 [10] - References 

· Adversities your tongue schemes up, sharpened like a razor, 
working deceitfully. (Psalms 52:2) 

· The venom of theirs is like the venom of the serpent, deaf like 
the cobra that stops up its ear. (Psalms 58:4) 

· Offspring of vipers, how can YOU speak good things, when YOU are 
wicked?  For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks. 
(Matthew 12:34) 

· Their throat is an opened grave, they have used deceit with their 
tongues.  Poison of asps is behind their lips. (Romans 3:13) 

· But the tongue, not one of mankind can get it tamed.  An unruly 
injurious thing, it is full of death-dealing poison. (James 3:8) 

· Their wine is the venom of big snakes and the cruel poison of 
cobras (Deuteronomy 32:33) 

· For in their mouth there is nothing trustworthy, their inward part 
is adversity indeed.  Their throat is an opened burial place, a smooth 
tongue they use. (Psalms 5:9) 

· At its end it bites just like a serpent, and it secretes poison just 
like a viper. (Proverbs 23:32) 

· As a war club and a sword and a sharpened arrow is a man 
testifying against his fellowman as a false witness. (Proverbs 25:18) 

· The lips of those rising up against me and their whispering 
against me all day long. (Lamentations 3:62) 
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